Lady
Gaga
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Celebrity Engagement with
Taylor
Kinney’s
‘Chicago
Fire’ Family
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They’ve both fallen far in love! According to UsMagazine.com,
Lady Gaga is celebrating her celebrity engagement to Taylor
Kinney with his Chicago Fire costars. A source shared the
scoop on the songstress, saying, “She’s a very sweet person
and very down to earth, you can sit there and have a
conversation with her. She was engaging with everyone.”
Actress and activist Sophia Bush shared an Instagram photo of
herself and Gaga at a party for Chicago Fire producer Dick
Wolf. The picture showed off both of the gorgeous ladies, but

the real star is the 15-carat Lorraine Schwartz engagement
ring. The celebrity couple seems to be enjoying their
engagement and embracing the love from friends and family.

Like Lady Gaga and Taylor Kinney,
it’s important to celebrate your
engagement in style! What are some
ways to have a celebrity-style
engagement?
Cupid’s Advice:
A celebrity-style engagement can seem like a daunting task,
especially when you look at Lady Gaga with her heart shaped
rock and gorgeous TV star fiance. But not to worry lovebirds;
Cupid has some ideas on how to make your engagement A-list
worthy:
1. Have a party: The first rule of a celeb engagement is to
throw a party for yourself; or if you are lucky, someone will
host a party in your honor. If you don’t like either of these
options, show up to another event looking downright fabulous,
and don’t be afraid to show off the ring.
Related Link: Lady Gaga Says Boyfriend Taylor Kinney Is A
Weirdo Like Her
2. A post worth posting: If you are getting engaged in the
21st century, there will most likely have to be a social media
post that comes right along with it. This is an opportunity
for creativity, surprise and, let’s be hones,t a little bit of
bragging. Show off the ring, or the man, or both! Lady Gaga
shared a black and white picture of her hand in Taylor
Kinney’s with the 15-carat stunner front and center.

Related Link: Lady Gaga Celebrates Celebrity Engagement to
Taylor Kinney
3. Spend time together: What an exciting phase in your
relationship! You’re on the cusp of a wedding and a stronger
bond than ever. While sharing your love to your followers,
family and friends, make sure to take the time to spend oneon-one time together. Enjoy this engagement period, because it
will fly by.
What are your tips for a A-lister level engagement? Share your
tips and tricks below!

